
The Integrated Vehicle Management System IVMS is a proven 

real-life solution supporting core business processes in multi-

brand automotive sales networks.  

IVMS has been designed to support the entire vehicle supply 

chain, all the way from the OEM works down to the final 

customer, covering order placement, transport, storage, pricing 

and sales, both via dealer networks as well as direct 

transactions with wholesale corporate customers.  

IVMS gives the wholesale distributor overall control over 

business processes while car dealers, warehouse operators and 

transport companies all access their part of the system to place 

and amend orders, track order progress and report retail sales. 

In this paper you will find an outline of the major functions and 

business advantages of IVMS.  

A Powerful Automotive Business Solution 

End-to-end Support for the Wholesale Business 

Entire Import and Sales 

Cycle Within One System 
IVMS tracks and manages the entire import and sales life cycle 

of a vehicle all the way from purchase order placement at the 

factory right up to the retail sale. The vehicle sales life cycle is 

harmonized with the dealer’s or customer’s purchase order life 

cycle, initiated by a customer purchase contract and followed by 

either by ordering a new production vehicle or a wholesale local 

stock vehicle depending on customer requirements and the 

business model. Both vehicle details and delivery requirements 

can be later amended, as long as production processes at the 

factory support it. IVMS supports vehicle production quota 

management, allowing adjustment of orders to the actual 

production capacity at the factory.  
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IVMS is an integrated solution genuinely designed for 

automotive import and sales companies! 

IVMS 

Multiple Brands 
IVMS  supports  most  brands  currently  offered  by  Daimler 

Corporation, including Mercedes-Benz, smart and Mitsubishi Fuso. 

Different business processes can be developed for each brand, car 

group or division, in line with flexible 

business policies. Processes related 

to commercial vehicles such as vans 

or  trucks  can  be  implemented  in 

IVMS  just  as  easily  as  processes 

followed  for  personal  vehicles.  In 

particular, IVMS includes  specialized 

functionality for ordering and selling 

car builds. Authorized users switch 

the  context  from  one  brand  to 

another at any moment to change the 

system’s  behavior.  Relevant  labels 

and other graphical user elements are instantly translated to fit the 

usage of a particular brand. Example: one brand may use “VIN 

numbers”  and  “vehicle  order  numbers“  which  correspond  to 

“chassis numbers” and “commission numbers” in another brand. 

Multiple Wholesale Companies 
IVMS can be deployed as a multiple-company solution for effective IT cost savings. However, business 

processes can be defined within a single IVMS environment, even if different brands are managed by 

different wholesale companies belonging to one group. This is especially valuable if companies choose to 

share services such as warehousing or transport. Data processed by one company, such as vehicle and 

customer details, contracts, prices, discounts and invoices, are invisible to the other company, ensuring 

compliance with legal regulations in most situations. The flexible IVMS architecture helped to accomplish 

the split between Daimler and Chrysler in Poland at the sales process level within a few weeks.  

 

For business or legal reasons, companies can be located under separate legislations with various VAT 

rates, special tax regulations (such as excise tax), multiple invoice layouts and other country-specific 

features. A wholesale company outlet located under the same legislation as the actual factory works could 

facilitate car builds in the country of origin. IVMS easily covers this as well as other complex scenarios.  

 

IVMS supports 

 multiple brands  

 multiple companies  

 multiple currencies  

within a single integrated 

solution! 

 Reference 

IVMS is used at Mercedes-

Benz Polska for managing 

the logistics and sales of 

Daimler vehicles  



Full Logistics and Warehouse Handling 

A vehicle has to be transported to its warehouse destination, 

stored and equipped before the delivery to the dealer or final 

customer can take place. IVMS handles all the warehousing 

tasks specific for a vehicle importer and distributor, which 

include not only managing typical warehouse movements, but 

also auxiliary activities such as fitting the vehicle with fire 

extinguishers and first aid kits, printing homologation plates or 

performing service tasks in case of minor transport damages.  

 

Most warehouse movements are initiated by requests issued 

by the relevant wholesale company, with additional levels of 

approval and control if necessary. This is especially important 

for releasing vehicles from the depot for delivery to the final 

customer. On the other hand, simple warehouse movements, 

such as position changes within the warehouse,  can be 

initiated by the warehouse personnel. As would be expected, 

IVMS fully covers the need to track every vehicle individually in 

the warehouse, including its exact physical position. 

 

However, the full power and capabilities of IVMS can be seen  

in its multi-warehouse functionality.  This  means not only 
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Flexible and Auditable Wholesale Pricing  
IVMS features a powerful pricing mechanism which calculates both purchase and sales prices in multiple currencies. The full Daimler 

pricing methodology is supported, covering the “with” and “not with” selection logic criteria, standard equipment codes, equipment 

packages and special pricing mechanisms for truck tires. IVMS can request prices on-line from corporate pricing systems as well as 

handle local price management within its own database, including both individual option pricing and packages.  

The discount system for dealers is based on the concept of dealer groups. A dealer can belong to one or more dealer groups. Standard 

discount levels are defined per dealer group and equipment type based on minutely defined conditions, such as national type and 

vehicle equipment configuration. Special discounts can be granted either individually, based on the type of discount, the user’s authority 

level and the contract with the final customer (if any), or in bulk based on discount programs for specific vehicles. Discounts are subject 

to approval, with wholesale and retail discounts treated separately. 

Discounts can be defined based on a percentage of the sales price, fixed amount discounts and a fixed sales price in either the pricing 

currency or the local currency, independently of price list changes. Multiple discounts can be accumulated. The operator can define a 

final percentage discount to which all the accumulated discounts on the vehicle should add up. The diagram below shows a typical 

relationship between contracts, purchase orders and discount decisions. 
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defining various physical warehouses corresponding to actual locations 

used  for  vehicle  storage,  but  also  covers  the  concept  of  virtual 

warehouses representing dealer sites, road shows, supplier companies, 

car build locations or vehicles in transit. Vehicles belonging to the 

mother company, but physically placed elsewhere, such as demo cars in 

dealer show rooms, can be thus treated as located in outsourced 

warehouses. 

 

Moreover, multiple sub-warehouses can exist within one warehouse. 

Multiple companies running the same IVMS environment can have 

access to the same warehouse within a warehouse outsourcing model, 

or have different warehouses set up. The warehouse  solution also 

supports consistent handling of vehicles used as company fixed assets.  

Last not least, bonded warehouses can be set up for imports from 

outside the EU, with full support for tracking customs documents 

 

IVMS  also includes  a  solution for  one or  multiple transportation 

companies, allowing them to view transport requests and report on the 

status of  current transports, such as delivery dates and special events. 

Warehouse activities and transport activities are thus all consistently 

reflected in the warehouse model.  



Adaptable Multidimensional Product Model  

One of the practical issues in wholesale vehicle import and sales is the need for 

different handling of different brands, groups and types of vehicles, especially 

since the number of vehicle types goes well into their thousands.  

 

In IVMS, all  vehicles are classified according to an adaptable, multilevel 

product hierarchy which governs system behavior with regard to pricing, 

discounts, vehicle logistics, technical data and other business areas. This 

means that system actions in a specific area can be controlled at a chosen 

hierarchy level, down to the vehicle type / series or even below, making it 

possible to handle different vehicles differently. Moreover, additional flexible 

categories such as divisions, classes or brands are superimposed on the 

hierarchy model, allowing for representation of the same category on different 

hierarchy levels.  

 

For instance, the diagram to the right shows a simple possible hierarchy 

fragment with a vehicle group called “Transporters” which spans two hierarchy 

levels. This group can be used to define discount levels, ordering rights, special 

reporting options and other system behavior for everything which is a Vito, 

Sprinter or Vario, but is not a V-Class.  In simpler cases, such behavior can be 

defined directly at the hierarchy level as well. 

Flexible behavior based on the product model lets IVMS 

support business needs instead of dictating solutions!    

Robust Sales and Invoicing 

During the sales process, IVMS issues invoices and all other 

accompanying documents in the legally required format. The 

list of documents can be quite long, including homologation 

certificates or low emission certificates. Based on business 

rules, the system itself determines which documents have to 

be delivered for the particular vehicle and prints out all 

appropriate  ones,  taking  into  account  the  final  vehicle 

configuration.  

 

Invoices can be issued in any currency, allowing for currency 

conversion between the price list and the sales price. VAT rates 

are defined by the system administrator. The system includes 

full support for excise tax where applicable. One or multiple 

down payments, if required by the sales process, are taken 

into account by the issue of down payment invoices and the 

appropriate calculation of the remaining amount in the final 

invoice. Down payments can be made in any currency and 

converted for calculation purposes according to the exchange rate on 

the date of down payment or to the exchange rate on the date of the 

final invoice, whichever scenario was settled with the customer. 

 

Invoices use a flexible numbering scheme defined by the system 

administrator, which includes sequence selection criteria, number 

format and the types of invoices (or correction invoices) which should 

be numbered in sequence. Depending on the company’s needs, 

invoices can be numbered separately for different products (e.g. 

brands or vehicle lines) or jointly for all  products, separately for 

different types documents or jointly for all financial documents. This 

works in line with the multi-company feature described earlier. In 

addition, the invoicing mechanisms supports legal inheritance in case 

of mergers, split-ups and other legal changes.  

Effective Supervision  

As outlined above, IVMS flexibly supports business processes 

fine tuned to the actual kind of vehicle. However, as a 

counterbalance  to this  flexibility,  it  offers  various  control 

mechanisms  which  help  maintain  transparent  business 

processes. For instance, not only are all system operations 

governed by access rights, but these access rights can be 

limited to specific kinds of vehicles. Warehouse movements, 

such as handing over a vehicle, can only be carried out if 

commissioned by the distributor’s business units. Discounts 

can only be given within user-defined types and limits, and 

submitted to four-eyes approval. The pricing, ordering and 

discounting process is completely separated from the invoicing 

process.  All  of  this  allows  the  company  management  to 

exercise a high degree of control over the activities which 

occur within the company.  

Paper still documents remain an essential part of business 

processes, even while paperless offices are making headway. This is 

especially true in case of documents which have a legal impact, such 

as invoices or vehicle ID cards. IVMS produces all documents 

needed for the wholesale life cycle. Important documents are bar 

coded. The system itself includes functionality for registering bar 

coded documents, thus tracking their transfer between departments 

and legal entities. In addition, IVMS supports managing the stock of 

vehicle ID cards and tracking them via a document warehouse 

functionality. 

IVMS also supports dispatching documents to dealers in bulk by 

printing cover sheets for delivery companies and registering the 

dispatch event via a bar code reader.  Events related to incoming 

documents can also be registered via bar code scanning. 
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Powerful and Secure Technology 

Oracle-based architecture 

The system is based on the Oracle 11g relational database, with most of the business logic 

developed in PL/SQL. Front end applications used by employees of the wholesale company are two-

tiered running over Net*8 or three-tiered running on the .NET framework. Remote applications used 

by dealers are browser-based and communicate via an application server. The system fully supports 

Citrix. Two-tiered front-end applications require no installation procedure, since all of the necessary 

libraries are embedded in the stand-alone executable file. Data interchange with the automotive 

works via MQ Series requires the installation of Oracle Gateway and either the MQ Series client or 

the MQ Series server, depending on the selected architecture.  

Access control 

Access to the system is based on user rights, with each user having a separate database account. 

The password is encrypted, which means that the user cannot access the database by any other tool 

than the front-end application. Fine-grained system actions, such as “reserve a vehicle” or “issue 

invoice” are grouped into roles, which can be flexibly defined by the administrator. Users are granted 

access to one or more roles. The same model is used for remote users as for in-house users.  

System integrity 

IVMS can check at startup whether the whole database environment consists of  legitimate PL/SQL 

package releases and executable file versions in order to avoid system inconsistencies. This option 

can be disabled in the deployment stage, where updates occur frequently, and activated in the final 

productive stage. If this feature is turned on, the system will not allow any connections from front-end 

clients which have not been released for use or are run with incorrect version numbers, and in 

addition will block operations if it finds the internal database packages inconsistent. 

Flexibility and expandability 

IVMS is extremely flexible and, once implemented, can be parameterized directly by the system 

administrator without any need for programming. System parameters range from behavior at the 

user level through business processes, including users and dealers, warehouses, pricing and 

invoicing mechanisms, control and supervision levels and the behavior of printouts.  

Both the architecture and the technology used by IVMS make it possible to customize the system 

easily to new requirements. Most of the system logic is stored in packages and procedures in the 

Oracle database, which means that the procedures can easily be modified without the need to 

change the client software. The product hierarchy model and pricing model described above should 

be sufficiently flexible to handle most real-life situations.  

IVMS supports currently available factory interfaces for the 

logistics process, covering both functionality for ordering the 

vehicle and for tracking vehicle data, allowing both the distributor 

and the dealer to track vehicles ordered directly in the works. As 

the system is multi-brand, it can handle Daimler™ data with the 

same ease. IVMS can also be used to order vehicles in the Global 

Ordering system via the GO-API interface, either in remote file 

transfer format (RFTS) or directly via queue messaging, with 

additional pre-check features offered by the system. Current 

vehicle order status, optional equipment, production and delivery 

dates and other vital data are updated either on demand or 

automatically, depending on the interface model chosen. Imported 

vehicle logistics data is automatically verified and adjusted by 

adding standard local equipment codes, calculating and correcting 

dates, deleting misleading equipment codes etc. In addition to 

factory-provided information, IVMS stores and processes data 

relevant for the local sales processes, such as local package 

codes. Last but not least, all data grids in each front-end 

application support export to Microsoft Excel and to text files in 

comma-separated format.  

At the dealer level, IVMS has an interface with MBKS 

(Mercedes-Benz Kundenberatungs-System), the pricing and 

offer generating software used for Daimler brands. This allows 

dealers quickly to compose  offers based on existing stock 

vehicles. The system also has an interface to the Automaster 

DMS. At the distributor level, IVMS interfaces with SAP R/3™ in 

order to export purchase invoices, sales invoices and vehicle 

data. Other interfaces include import of CoC (Certificates of 

Conformity) for technical vehicle data and export of 

homologation requests and vehicle registration and sales data 

to national authorities. 

IVMS imports various kinds of technical data in order to 

facilitate issuing documents which must legally accompany 

vehicle sales. The technical import functionality features 

pattern matching and translation of text values. 

Interface transfers can be initiated interactively from a 

dedicated front-end application, scheduled for execution later 

or invoked in batch mode from the operating system command 

line. 

Rich and Efficient System Interfaces 

Interested? For more information please contact us at ivms@eos.com.pl 
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